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Abstract
Nature, in general, affords many examples of economy of space and time for anyone who is curious enough to
stop for a while and think.
Pythagoras (6th Century BC) was reported to have known the fact that the circle is the figure that has the
greatest surface area among all plane figures having the same perimeter which is obviously an example of
economy of space.
Heron (2d Century BC) deduced the fact that light after reflection follows the shortest path, hence an example of
economy of space.
Fermat (1601-1665) was seeking a way to put the law of light refraction under a form similar to that given by
Heron for the light reflection but this time he was looking for an economy of time rather than space.
Huygens (1629-1695), building on Fermat finding, considered the path of light not as a straight line but rather as
a curve when passing through mediums where its velocity is variable from one point to an other. Hence economy
of time.
Jean Bernoulli (1667-1748) he too was building on Huygens concept when he solved the problem of the
brachystochron which is based on economy of time.
This is not to say that nature economy is concerned with only physical phenomena but examples taken from living
creatures abound around us. To take one example that many researches have examined very carefully and in many
details in the past is that of the honeycomb building in a bee hive.
It turns out, as we shall soon prove, that the bottom of any bee-cell has the form of a trihedron with 3 equal
rhombi (rhombotrihedron) which, once added to the hexagonal right prism, will make the total surface
area smaller resulting in economy on the precious wax that is secreted and used by worker bee in the construction
of the entire cell.
Our plan in this article has a double purpose:
1- to prove the minimal surface we referred to above using a classical proof.
2- To start with no preconceived idea about the bee-cell then
A- to consider a trihedron having 90 degrees dihedral angle between all 3 planes.
B- To get an equation relating dihedral angle with the larger angle in a rhombus that, once
solved, gives exactly the dihedral angle of 120 degrees along with the larger angle in each
rhombus as 109.47122 degrees which are the exact data one can find at the bottom end of a
honey-cell.
This configuration which is that of a minimal surface of the cell is the only one that our
equation can give for all 3 planes to have in common these two angles . All others have
different dihedral and larger angles.
I believe that the neat and simple equation I arrived at is somehow original and so far I have no idea if
anyone else has found it before me.

Introduction
Maraldi spent a great deal of his life time observing bees building their honeycomb. The primary object of the

bee-cell is to serve as a store-house and a nursery for the larvae. He took a closer look at the geometry of the
individual cell in the honeycomb, took measurements and found that the base of any cell in the honeycomb has the
shape of 3 identical rhombi (lozenges) having each the same pair of angles: 109° 28' for the larger angle and 70°
32' for the smaller angle.
Reaumur (1683-1757) some time after Maraldi, thinking that this remarkable uniformity of angles might have
some connection with the wonderful economy of space which is observable in the bee-comb hit upon a very
ingenious plan. Without mentioning his reasons for the question, he asked Koenig (1712-1757) the mathematician
and friend of Voltaire to make the following calculation:
"given a hexagonal vessel terminated by three lozenge-shaped plates, what are the angles which would give he
greatest amount of space with the least amount of material?
Koenig made his calculations and found that the angles were 109° 26' and 70° 34' almost agreeing with Maraldi
measurement. Mathematicians were delighted with the result, for it showed how beautifully practical science
could be aided by theoretical knowledge, and the construction of the bee-cell became a famous problem in the
economy of nature. The wax is a rare and costly substance, secreted in very small quantities, and requiring much
time for its production; it is therefore essential that the quantity of wax employed in making the comb should be as
little, and that of the honey obtained in it as great as possible.
Proof That The Rhombotrihedron Bottom Of The Honey-Cell Once Added
To The Hexagonal Right Prism Will Reduce The Whole Surface Area

Figure-1 above shows VAXC on the right as one of the 3 rhombi on top of a hexagon. The rhombus is one of the
3that form the bottom of a bee-cell. The picture has been upended so that the bottom is now on top. The hexagon
represents the cross section of the prismatic cell.

On the left part in Figure-1 we can see the rhombus VAXC as a flat surface with its two angles the larger and the
smaller. It is the same as the one on the right on top of the right prism with hexagonal base.
Consider now the hexagonal right prism ABCDPQ , abcdpq. We shall cut off the corners B, D, Q by planes
through lines: AC, AP, PC meeting in point V on thee axis VN of the prism, and intersecting Bb,Dd, Qq in X, Y,
Z. The volume of the resulting figure is the same as that of the original hexagonal right prism with its hexagonal
ends. The volume of the tetrahedron with vertex at N and base ACV is exactly the same as that of the tetrahedron
of vertex B and base ACX. The same reasoning applies to the other two cuts.
Now we shall prove that they are similar tetrahedrons based
on the same drawing taken from :
D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson's "On Growth And Form", 1945, p: 532
where the author did not elaborate the proof which we shall give in details.
ACP is an equilateral triangle inside hexagon ABCDPQ then radius NB of the circumscribing circle of this
hexagon must be perpendicular to side AC at its middle L. On the other hand axis NV is also perpendicular to
plane ABCDPQ hence perpendicular to LC. Thus CL is perpendicular to plane VNB and in particular to VL in
this plane. Now in plane BXNV consider triangles BXL & VNL they similar right angle triangles since : NL =
LB,
, therefore we have: VL = LX = half the larger diagonal in
VAXC and we already have LN = LB and ad they intersect at 90°( CL perpendicular to vertical plane VNXB. The
parallelogram VAXC is in fact a rhombus with equal sides and diagonal intersect at 90°. We see that area AXC =
area VAC. As for the vertices B & N they are at the same distance from the plane of the rhombus. NF the height
dropped from N on the hypothenuse of VNL is the same as that dropped from B to LX (VNL similar to LBX)
The other two cuts produce the same result. We have proved that removing the corners B, D, Q the volume of the
original hexagon prism remains the same.
volume referred to above may be a minimum.
Let the side of the hexagon be
AB = s,
and the height of the prism
Aa = h,
AC =
,
and from triangle LXB :
,
hence the area of the rhombus VAXC is
AC*VX/2 =
BX = VN =
and

bX = h - VN =

.
,
.

Area of AabX:
,

which gives for the total area without the hexagon base
3*rhombus VAXC area + 6*area of AabX,
=

,

,
which we simplify to:
rad = 54.73561031 degrees.
half the larger angle in the rhombus:
.
It is easy to show that in this case the dihedral angle between any two rhombi is equal to 120°. Our
equation, soon to be described, will confirm this fact. (See furthr down).
From this last result we can construct our rhombus as follows:
We take side VL, half the smaller diagonal of the rhombus as equal to 1 in right angle triangle CVL so that its
hypotenuse CV (side of the rhombus) becomes equal to
the larger diagonal) of this triangle must equal

54.73561031 degrees and the 3d side (half

.

Finding The Equation Which Relates Dihedral Angle Between
Three Rhombi And their Larger Angle
We start with the 3 planes of the Cartesian coordinates(X,Y,Z) with their 90° dihedral angle and center O. We
XY plane. In these two new vertical planes that we now call D1OZ & D2OZ we take unit vectors along OD1 and
OD2. We shall make the plane D1OD2 move downward with both unit vector moving along and becoming V1 &
V2 respectively but staying in their respective plane ZOD1 & ZOD2 as depicted in Figure-2 below.
In this process, angle D1OD2 becoming angle V1OV2 will decrease from
equal to the decreasing angle V1OV2. At that instant all three angles at O that the 3 planes make between them is
the same.
Our purpose is to find this common angle
consequently of the dihedral angle
which at that time becomes common to all three planes.
planes ZOD1 & ZOD2 is equal to
Taking vectors V1 & V1 as unit vector along the moving OD1 & OD2, their angle V1OV2 has for cosine the dot
product

, hence we have :

,
Initially unit vector along OD1 has for components:
and unit vector along OD2 has for components:
The tip of V1 & V2 moving downward vertically inside vertical planes with point O as hinge, the z-components
coordinates of V1 & V2 become:
V1 =
V2 = < -

> ,
>,

their their dot product is now:
,
,
which we can simplify to :
,
,
.
At a certain moment all 3 angles at O should become equal to each other which means that cos(

must

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
.

90° +

(I)

which means that all 3 planes intersect at O with the same angle having for value:
= 109.
.

Commentary About Equation (I)
1- How about the dihedral angle that the moving plane V1OV2 makes with either of the vertical planes at that
moment? It must be equal to 120° for reasons of symmetry since all 3 angles at O are the same then the 3d plane
must have the same dihedral angle as the one between the other two.
2- If we keep moving plane V1OV2 then both vertical planes will still have the same dihedral angle of 120°
between them with their angle at O increasing while the moving 3d plane will have a smaller angle at O and a
different dihedral angle with either vertical plane.
3- What is the value of our equation (I) above and how it is related to our problem?
We do not expect this equation to show that for
when dihedral angle = 120°, the 3 rhombi will
change the surface area of the hexagonal prism when added to it to a minimum.
All it does is to show that for a symmetric arrangement of the three trihedral planes with preset of the dihedral
angle at 120° the angles at O must be equal each to 109.
.
Arguing in reverse: if we start with the common angle at O equal to 109.
then the common dihedral
angle can not be other than 120° for a surface defined above to be a minimum.
and the minimal surface of the whole cell
that nature is looking for. This finding alone as confirmed and proved by the equation is one of its merits
which no one can deny.
4- Nature by inspiring bees to form a trihedron with 109.
angle at O then automatically the common
dihedral angle of the 3 planes will be 120° and, as a fringe benefit, the surface area obtained once the trihedron is
added to the bottom of the hexagonal right prism will make the whole area as small as it can be.
5- In my humble opinion the whole thing is a fortuitous, though beneficial, happening that helped the worker
bee do the same work with less material. In this regard nature did help the bees by making economy of some of
their precious material : the wax, however it did not do them justice by putting them to death once their sting is
used: the bee will die once it has stung someone. What a waste of resources nature has here! The obvious
contrast in this example is not rare, it reflects the way of how nature operates sometime!
Construction of the bee-cell using Maple plotting & animation
We shall refer to the following Figure for defining all vertices and sides.

VDD =

= larger side of the rhombus, DDL =

VN = h =
NDD = R =
NL = r = R/2 =

,

,
=

=

= radius of circle circumscribing hexagon,

= radius of small circle inscribed in equilateral triangle ABDD.

Coordinates of vertices of rhombusVBGDD with x-axis through Ng and normal to BDD:
V = < 0, 0, h =

>, B = < R*cos(60), -R*sin(60), 0 >, DD = < R*cos(60), R*sin(60), 0 > ,

A = < -R, 0, 0 >, G = < R, 0, -h = -

>, G1 = [ -R*cos(60), R*sin(60), -h],

G2 = [-R*cos(60), -R*sin(60), -h].

>

(1)
Defining all vertices of the three rhombi forming the bottom of the cell.
3h = depth of the cell from hexagonal opening to vertex V,
R = radius of hexagon.
The sides of the rhombus are all equal to
>

with diagonals: 2 & 2

.

>

(2)
Vertices of the hexagonal opening of the cell.
>

(3)
1st rhombus.
>

2d rhombus.
>

3d rhombus.
>

Bottom of the cell made up of the 3 similar rhombi.

>

Dihedral Side ONE of the hexagonal right prism.
>

Dihedral Side TWO of the hexagonal right prism.
>

Dihedral Side THREE of the hexagonal right prism.
>

Three alternate angles of the original hexagonal prism are cut at the bottom of the cell to allow for
positioning of the 3 similar rhombi at the base of the ell.
>

The cell with its hexagonal opening and its bottom as the 3 similar rhombi.
>

>

>

(4)
corresponding values of the dihedral angle as well as the largest angle in any of the two vertical rhombi of the
rhombotrihedron. The result is in perfect accord with what was found in the 19th century.
dihedral angle = 120°, larger angle = 109.47122°].
similar. Any other setting will destroy the symmetry and the minimal surface of the whole cell that nature
is looking for.
>

(5)
The list of the for .. to loop described above.
>
(6)

